WHITEBOARDING SOLUTION BRIEF

Secure Online Whiteboarding
for Your Mission
Unlock your agency’s top minds with the only mission-ready online whiteboard working toward a FedRAMP
Authorization that powers new levels of agility and idea generation across remote and hybrid teams for
more strategic outcomes.
AGENCY BENEFITS OF BLUESCAPE
Everything you
need to brainstorm,
plan, and make
decisions:
• Drawing Tools
• Shapes and
Connectors
• Notecards
• Emoji Reactions
• Timers
• Add Text
• Share Documents

With greater scalability, security, and functionality than ordinary online whiteboards,
Bluescape empowers dispersed teams to bring their best ideas no matter where they are–in
the same city or on the other side of the world–and keeps teams on the same page in a secure,
visual workspace.
•

Extend the experience of being “in the same room” by seamlessly connecting in-person
teams with remote personnel to optimize distributed brainstorming and planning sessions.

•

Give permanence to your team’s best ideas and capture every insight and iterate within a
visual workspace.

•

Bring all your content and data together in a workspace and create a single source of truth.

•

Sprint toward mission outcomes with a digital workspace that brings agility to complex
processes–eliminating miscommunications, missed deadlines, and wasted time.

•

Deploy the most secure online whiteboard available to federal agencies designated as
FedRAMP in Process.

•

Keep confidential, operational, and mission-critical data secure thanks to its compliance
with NIST CSF, NIST 800-171, FIPS 140-2, ISO27001, and common access cards.

•

Founded and based in the U.S., and we keep government customer data securely stored
right here at home.

WHAT IS BLUESCAPE?
Bluescape is a secure online whiteboard solution that provides agencies with an easy, agile,
and engaging way to ideate and share content between users, even when they’re physically
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apart. Bluescape gives permanence to your dispersed team’s best ideas by capturing every insight and letting you iterate across
multiple workstreams within the same visual workspace.

WHY WHITEBOARD WITH BLUESCAPE?
Bluescape empowers remote teams to always see the big picture with 360-degree visibility into workstreams and power faster,
smarter collective decisions. Our whiteboard includes all the key tools agency users need to drive agile brainstorming including
sketching, sticky notes, and more. But we don’t stop there. We incorporate advanced features and content-sharing capabilities not
found anywhere else.
Boost agency efficiency and productivity–even in remote settings–by tapping into all the features Bluescape offers and increase
departmental engagement, alignment, and trust.
Use Bluescape as your agile brainstorming hub for the entire lifecycle of agency projects:
•

Access virtual, persistent workspaces anywhere, on any agency-allotted device, at any time.

•

Facilitate ideation and brainstorming for dispersed teams with whiteboarding tools like drawing, diagramming, and notecards.

•

Advanced content sharing lets users upload files add documents from Google Drive and Microsoft OneDrive with support for
Microsoft GCC and GCC High.

•

Upload videos easily and synchronize playback across devices.

•

Brainstorm face-to-face, right in the workspace, with native video calling and Cisco Webex and Zoom integrations.

•

Create immersive collaboration sessions with our in-room client that powers multiple screens to facilitate knowledge sharing
across physical and virtual spaces.

•

Go beyond online whiteboarding and agile ideation by using Bluescape for program management, bid capture, situational
awareness, mission-critical decision making, and creating a common operating picture.

BLUESCAPE FEATURES
Boost agency efficiency and productivity–even in remote settings–by tapping into all the features Bluescape offers and increase
departmental engagement, alignment, and trust.

WORKSPACES

COMMUNICATIONS

Create, organize, and share a near-infinite amount of content
and knowledge and sprint toward mission outcomes with a
digital workspace that brings agility to complex processes.

Simplify communicating with easy scheduling and start
video meetings in Bluescape using built-in video calls or
integrations with Cisco Webex and Zoom.

WHITEBOARDING
Securely share presentations, documents, graphics, photos,
and videos and make them accessible to the whole team.

CONTENT SHARING
Upload agency content or add links from approved cloud filesharing services with identity federation to ensure security
and privacy of information. Securely share presentations,
documents, graphics, photos, and videos¬–and make them
accessible to the whole team.

VISUAL ORGANIZATION
Group content into containers to structure your workspace
and simplify presenting, browsing, and navigating work.

ANNOTATION
Capture feedback and illustrate ideas and processes by
drawing on the workspace or directly on the content.
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ABOUT BLUESCAPE
Bluescape is a secure online whiteboard solution
that provides agencies with an easy, agile, and
engaging way to brainstorm and share content
and knowledge between users, even when they’re
physically apart. We give permanence to your
dispersed team’s best ideas by capturing every
insight and letting you iterate across multiple
workstreams within secure visual workspaces.
Customers include Fortune 100 companies,
government agencies, higher education, and
media and entertainment. A Silicon Valley-based
company, Bluescape was named one of the most
innovative companies of 2021 by Fast Company.
Visit bluescape.com/government and follow us on
Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook.

